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Abstract: The researchers have mainly write [18,19] about production of highest quality of nutraceuticals with strains of microalgae [1] and has been achieved. Researcher uses philosophy of artificial intelligence and virtual environment to develop an expert that can advice and develop quality. The impact for the future is development of consciousness in RVM as this work progresses. This has been successfully depicted. Can virtual environment improve quality of nutraceuticals [2,3,4] is quite like philosophers thinking, can a computer think philosophy. The birth of philosophy of artificial intelligence is a proof of virtual environment in improvement quality microalgae and microalgal function [5,6,7,8]. The quality of microalgae and microalgal function increases not only as supplement but as curative medicine in the future [9,10]. Thereby, teaching us positivity of theorem and speech. Is that not incredible what can happen from human mind is a thing to look forward to nowadays.
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Introduction: The paper as has been named as, “Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Environment for Microalgal Source for Production of Nutraceuticals” is in Biomedical journal of scientific and technical research. This is narrative and systematic review of the same as it intends to explain current literature and also answer questions. With Robotic virtual machine, where there are no pieces to set up or loose even the ritual of consciousness is prime in bringing better quality production such that can fit fine.
dining straighaways. Readers might want more of such articles where AI is key in understanding first virtualization, then use example for case study and thereafter imbibe it in their multi disciplinary research.

It is also an extensive work involving return on investment. Can RVM work for improvement nutraceuticals? Even before anybody could have asked it is an answer of existence of AI and its scope of work in field of nutraceuticals.

Quoted “[Concept of Ai, Virtualization and Virtual Environment in The Field of Medical Data and Preventive Medicine For Better Lifestyle]”[20,21,22].

This concept of AI in nutraceuticals is joining the repertoire in just not realizing nothing is possible if the stride of success is not taken by leaping forward for a new concept of RVM and VE. This literature involving the newly words have been depicted as key elements in the paper and the author has gone to the length of explaining what’s it doing in the paper and where it will go taking every concept.

The key to making any of these elementary consensus is advancement in medicine and medical prospects developing solution for healthy lifestyle.

**Artificial Intelligence:** We are looking for things to complement and not supplement[26,27]. The structure with supplement like is not working. Thereby the quality of the nutraceutical should be such it complements human [28,29] personality rather than be treated as supplement or merely food. It should reach fine dining restaurants, served with little quantity of food and presentation no less than a sparkly wine. That making sense I would like to incorporation[30] the adjustments[31,32,33] readers had to make in only about this achievement. Please have find on the shelves the food not but a thing that complements our personality. This is from the point of view of a marketer[34,35,36]. This may need time but RVM[13,14] has already taken a 20 year [11,12] stride in trying to develop what not needed or
wanted but what must be there for us. This includes its subtlety in having to build what is not gotten at the point of renewable energy or waste management but is productive in it’s behavior and nature.

The figure 1 states the following analysis [23,24]. This having said, the medical perspective is its adequacy in handling medical data and not to be spilled like over-flowing glass of wine in the data lake. It has to big and not shattered and fragmented in its ambition, looks and reflective properties. This rather be explained by authors as a quality nutraceutical such as suffices not prefixes as power game performed and complete status. There are many more requirements[25] from things such that it targets not only Asian communities but every and everybody.

Figure 1: Analysis of relation of healthy lifestyle, preventive medicine and medical data when comes to picture AI[39], RVM[37,38] and VE. Let us put the puzzle together for a complete picture as to role of Al in the role of nutraceutical procurement with better AI metrics.
This paper could highlight what is the main objective for living expectations[40] of prevention is better than cure thereby working as preventive medicine. I mean whether it is for mental health or physical perspectives in community and society[41,42]. Every need delicate handling thereby there is a lot of expectations attached to nutraceuticals. The algae growth seen around in the environment is not the same as in the lab, I agree but having stated those it is a thing originally moved from fine growth to just about growing anywhere. This as it moves from here to there takes along with it the qualifications of being chic and outside not cultured that needs cultured be. Most of the research is as supplement not complete cure on looking those is not right.

**Conclusion**

All in all the paper is interesting and highlights the quality improvement of nutraceuticals. Also RVM gets to play in new VE. The development of the RVM is important, consistent and continuous.
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